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The very first lesson that we have a right to demand that logic shall teach us is, how
to make our ideas clear; and a most important one it is, depreciated only by minds 
who stand in need of it. 

Charles Sanders Peirce

 

Preface
Logic and ontology are at the heart of everything we think and say.  Every thought or sentence 
expresses our assumptions about the world, the people and things in it, and their relationships to us   
and to each other.  Ontology studies the kinds of things that exist or may exist and all the possible 
relations and interactions among them.  Logic studies the ways of expressing and reasoning about the 
combinations of relations in all our thoughts, judgments, desires, plans, and disputes.  Together, the  
two subjects span everything that can be said about the world:  all the kinds of relations in ontology, 
and all the ways of talking and reasoning about them in logic. 

The primitives of both subjects are simple and general.  The complexity arises from the open-ended 
variety of combinations.  When mathematicians created symbolic logic, they introduced their own 
symbols and techniques for dealing with complexity.  When computer scientists adopted symbolic 
logic, they added more detail for encoding logic and ontology in computers, embedding them in web 
pages, and accessing them across the Internet.  As a result, the simplicity has been buried in layers      
of distracting detail.  The goal of this book is to cut through the distractions, to focus on the basic 
principles, and to show how they combine in patterns that represent the structure of anything and 
everything. 

This book is written for people who design ontologies that enable computer systems to interpret        
and process information about the world and the people in it.  Readers should have some previous 
acquaintance with logic, either from an academic course or from experience with database and 
knowledge-based systems.  To make the book self contained, Appendix A.1 reviews the mathematical 
notation and terminology for sets, functions, relations, and logic.  With that review, this book can be 
used for self study or as a textbook for courses on knowledge representation and semantic systems. 

To accommodate readers with a wide variety of different backgrounds, each chapter presents 
introductory material in its first section, and each section presents introductory material in its first   
page or two.  A reader who wants a quick overview can start with the first section of each chapter     
and read only the first page of the other sections.  When the material in any section becomes more 
advanced, the reader can skip to the beginning of the next section without losing continuity.

Target date for finishing the book:   End of 2013. 
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The following tutorial, presented at a Semantic Technology Conference in San Francisco, covers    
some of the material in this book:  http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/kdptut.pdf  

http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/kdptut.pdf
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